Handle all the statistical challenges inherent in time-series data—autocorrelations, common factors, autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity, unit roots, cointegration, and much more. From graphing and filtering to fitting complex multivariate models, let Stata reveal the structure in your time-series data.

• Filters and smoothers
  » Hodrick–Prescott and Butterworth high-pass filters
  » Baxter–King and Christiano–Fitzgerald band-pass filters
  » Single and double exponential smoothers
  » Holt–Winters seasonal and nonseasonal exponential filters

• Univariate time series
  » ARIMA and ARFIMA
  » ARCH, GARCH, APARCH, EGARCH, NARCH, and more
  » Dynamic and autoregressive
    Markov-switching models
  » Threshold regression
  » Unobserved component models
  » Cochrane–Orcutt/Prais–Winsten models

• Multivariate time series
  » VAR (vector autoregressive) models
  » Structural VAR
  » VEC (vector error-correction) models
  » Dynamic-factor models
  » State-space models
  » Multivariate GARCH models
  » Linearized DSGEs

• Tests and diagnostics
  » Dickey–Fuller (DF), modified DF, augmented DF, Phillips–Perron, unit-root tests
  » Granger causality tests
  » Eigenvalue stability conditions
  » Tests for known and unknown structural breaks
  » Lag-order selection and lag-exclusion statistics
  » Pormanteau’s test

• Forecasting
  » One or two equations or thousands of equations
  » Dynamic and static forecasts
  » Simulation for prediction intervals

• Graphical and tabular analysis
  » Impulse response functions
  » Autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations
  » Spectral densities
  » Periodograms
  » Eigenvalue stability condition
  » Markov transition probabilities

• Time-series functions
  » Lag, lead, difference, and seasonal operators
  » Business calendars
  » String conversion for clock-time, daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, half-yearly, and yearly dates
  » High-frequency data with millisecond resolution

• Importing and exporting data
  » Excel
  » CSV
  » ODBC
  » Oracle
  » SQL Server and MySQL
  » Access
  » Haver Analytic databases
  » FRED

• And much more
Seamlessly incorporate time-series operators like leads, lags, differences, and seasonal differences in Stata commands without having to generate new variables.

A regression of y on the lag of x1, the difference of x2, and the lagged difference of x3 is as easy as typing

```
.regress y l.x1 d.x2 ld.x3
```

Performing other time-series analyses is just as easy. Let’s look at a few examples with real data. We have German quarterly macroeconomic data from the first quarter of 1960 to the fourth quarter of 1982. We want to analyze the first difference of the log of consumption (\(d.ln\_consump\)). First, we graph the series:

```
.tsline d.ln_consump ...
```

We test for the presence of a unit root using `dfgls` to perform a modified Dickey–Fuller \( t \) test.

```
.dfgls d.ln_consump, analog(2)
```

A unit root is not a concern.

The volatility of the series seems to change with time. We fit a model with a first-order ARCH component and first- and second-order GARCH components.

```
.ARCH
```

Now, we want to analyze a group of series. We can estimate a VAR model using the first difference of the log of income and consumption by typing

```
.var d.ln_inc d.ln_consump
```

We now obtain an orthogonalized impulse–response function for a shock of income on consumption.

```
.orthog
```

Finally, we perform a pairwise Granger causality test.

```
.granger
```

This is just a glimpse of what Stata can do. Stata has all the tools you need to conduct time-series analysis.

Learn more about Stata’s wide array of time-series features at [stata.com/features](http://stata.com/features).